
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO

Civil Action 09-cv-02757-WYD-KMT

COLORADO CROSS-DISABILITY COALITION, ET AL.

Plaintiffs,

v.

ABERCROMBIE & FITCH CO., ET AL.,

Defendants.

_______________________________________________________________________

DEFENDANTS’ MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS’
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND ENTRY OF INJUNCTION

_______________________________________________________________________

I. Response to Movants’ Material Facts

Plaintiffs’ Motion for Summary Judgment (Doc. 162) does not contain a section entitled

“Movants’ Statement of Material Facts” with separately numbered facts and specific references

to the record, as required by this Court’s Practice Standard III.B.3. However, three alleged

“facts” can be distilled from the body of their Motion:

 “It is undisputed that Defendants own and operate approximately
249 Hollister stores nationwide that have Elevated Entrances and
were constructed after January 26, 1993.” (Plaintiffs’ Motion, at
3.) Defendants admit that these stores were constructed after that
date and have one entry point with steps in addition to accessible
entry doors. However, defendants are separate corporations and
there is no evidence that Abercrombie & Fitch Co. and
Abercrombie & Fitch Stores, Inc., own or operate any Hollister
stores, which are owned and operated by J. M. Hollister LLC.

 “The Elevated Entrances are constructed pursuant to a common
architectural design.” (Plaintiffs’ Motion, at 3.) Defendants admit
that each of the Hollister stores at issue has one entry point with
steps in addition to accessible entry doors, but there is otherwise no
evidence of “a common architectural plan.”
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 “Hollister stores’ Elevated Entrances are not accessible to people
in wheelchairs.” (Plaintiffs’ Motion, at 3.) Defendants admit that
each of the stores at issue has one entry point with steps in addition
to accessible entry doors. However, “accessibility” is determined
by the requirements of ADA regulations and, as set forth below,
the entrances to the Hollister stores comply with all applicable
ADA regulations and are therefore accessible.

II. Statement of Additional Material Facts

Defendants submit that the following additional facts are also material to plaintiffs’

motion (and to Defendants’ pending Motion for Summary Judgment):

1. A porch-like structure is incorporated at one entry point of some Hollister stores

to create the aesthetic appearance of a Southern California surf shack. Hollister utilizes the

porch-like structure as a visual display, analogous to a store window used to draw the attention

of all shoppers. (Bondy Declaration, ¶¶ 4, 17.) 1 Fully accessible entry doors are located

adjacent to and on either side of the porch-like structure as parts of an integrated entrance design

with multiple entry doors. (Bondy Declaration, ¶¶ 3.)

2. Plaintiff CCDC notified defendants in May and June of 2009 that it believed the

entrance, cash register counter, fixed shelving displays, and access to merchandise at Hollister

stores violated various ADA regulations. (Bondy Declaration, ¶ 6.) Thereafter, Hollister entered

into settlement negotiations with CCDC, which were unsuccessful. Nevertheless, in order to

resolve CCDC’s concerns, defendant Hollister modified Hollister stores throughout the country

by lowering the height of the primary sales counters, adding a second automatic push button on

the second accessible entry door at stores with a porch-like structure, changing store procedures

to ensure that the accessible entry doors are unblocked by merchandise and unlocked while the

1 The Declaration of Michael Bondy and attachments are filed as Exhibit 1. The Affidavit of Gregory A. Eurich
and attachments are filed as Exhibit 2. Relevant portions of the deposition transcripts of Anita Hansen and Julie
Farrar are filed as Exhibits 3 and 4, respectively.
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stores are open, and re-merchandising to ensure a 36-inch path of travel (with occasional 32-inch

pinch points of less than 24 inches) through the stores and around all fixtures in the stores, at a

total cost of over $11.5 million. (Bondy Declaration, ¶ 7.)

3. The Hollister store located in the Orchard Town Center mall in Westminster,

Colorado (the “Orchard Town Center Store”), has been permanently closed by defendant

Hollister and is no longer in business. (Bondy Declaration, ¶ 8.) The Hollister store located in

the Park Meadows mall in Littleton, Colorado (the “Park Meadows Store”), is now the only

Hollister store in Colorado that has an elevated entry point in addition to the accessible entry

doors. (Bondy Declaration, ¶ 8.)

4. The Park Meadows Store has an integrated entrance design with three entry

points. One entry point has a porch-like structure with two steps. A customer who uses this

entry point must walk up the two steps onto the porch-like structure, and must then turn either

left or right and walk down two additional steps to enter the store. A customer must make a

choice to turn into either the “Dudes” side of the store (which sells men’s clothing) or the

“Bettys” side of the stores (which sells women’s clothing). The other two entry points for the

Park Meadows Store are automatic entry doors, located adjacent to and on either side of the

porch-like structure, that are accessible to people who use wheelchairs. The two accessible entry

doors are openly denoted by push-buttons bearing the International Symbol of Accessibility.

When someone pushes the push-button, a powered door opens and allows entry into the store.

One of the two accessible entry doors leads into the “Dudes” side of the store, and the other leads

into the “Bettys” side of the store. (Bondy Declaration, ¶¶ 9-10.)

5. The entrance to the Park Meadows Store was altered on or about April 27 and 28,

2012. Signage has been added at each accessible entry door indicating whether it enters into the
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“Dudes” side of the store or the “Betty’s” side of the store, and operable door handles have been

added (in addition to the push buttons) to both accessible doors to increase their visibility and

recognizability as entry doors. (Bondy Declaration, ¶¶ 10.) The new signs and the door handles

are visible from a position outside the store directly in front of the porch-like structure. (Bondy

Declaration, ¶¶ 10-12.) The new signs on the accessible entry doors are the same as the signs on

the porch-like structure that direct customers to the “Dudes” and “Bettys” sides of the stores.

(Bondy Declaration, ¶¶ 10-12.)

6. The only exterior signage on the Park Meadows Store consists of: (1) the words

“Hollister Co.” painted on the sides of the porch-like structure; (2) the “Dudes” and “Bettys”

signs on the door frames of the accessible entry doors; and (3) and the International Symbols of

Accessibility on the push-buttons for the accessible entry doors. The accessible entry doors are

also denoted by their door handles. As a result, the accessible entry doors are highly visible as

such. (Bondy Declaration, ¶ 13.)

7. Shoppers who enter the Park Meadows Store from the porch-like structure, turn to

the side of the store marked “Dudes,” and descend two steps, will reach the same spot inside the

store as shoppers who enter the store through the adjacent accessible door marked “Dudes.” The

general circulation paths inside the store begin at the same point and are the same throughout the

inside of the store. This is also true for shoppers who enter through the porch-like structure and

descend into the side of the store marked “Bettys,” and shoppers who enter through the adjacent

accessible door marked “Bettys;” they reach the same spot inside the store. (Bondy Declaration,

¶ 14-15; Hansen Deposition, at 56-57.)

8. The in-store experience is identical for shoppers who enter through the elevated

entry door and those who enter through either of the accessible entry doors. All shoppers hear
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the same store music, see and have access to the same marketing displays and the same

merchandise, smell the same spritzed Hollister scent, and interact with the same employees.

(Bondy Declaration, ¶ 15; Hansen Deposition, at 54-57.)

9. After a customer enters the Park Meadows Store on the “Dudes” side or the

“Bettys” side, from either the porch-like structure or the accessible entry points, the customer

may cross from the “Dudes” side to the “Bettys” side of the store only at certain access points.

All of these access points are accessible to persons using wheelchairs. (Bondy Declaration, ¶

16.) Consequently all paths of travel from one side of the store to the other are accessible to

person using wheelchairs. (Id.)

10. There are two individual named plaintiffs in this case, Julie Farrar and Anita

Hansen. (See Fifth Amended and Class Action Complaint, Doc. 149.) There is no evidence that

either named plaintiff has been to the Park Meadows Store since it was altered in April 2012.

11. Ms. Hansen never entered a Hollister store until she learned about this litigation.

(See Deposition of Anita Hansen at 23, 31.) Ms. Hansen is not interested in the “kind of clothes”

Hollister sells. (Id., at 23, 27-29, 31.) She went to the Orchard Town Center Hollister Store

specifically because it had steps (Id., at 27-28, 39) – even though there was a Hollister store

without any steps at a different shopping center, Cherry Creek Mall, that was closer to her

residence. (Id., at 16, 18.) This was the first (and only) time in her life that she went to the

Orchard Town Center, while she had shopped at the Cherry Creek Mall “a lot.” (Id., at 22-23.)

She called CCDC immediately to report her visit. (Id., at 83.)

12. Ms. Hansen rarely goes to the Park Meadows Mall. (Id., at 16, 18, 22-23.) As of

the date of her deposition, Ms. Hansen had gone to the Park Meadows Hollister Store on a single
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occasion, to return the sweater she had purchased at the Orchard Town Center Hollister Store.

(Id., at 16, 18, 22, 23.)

13. Ms. Hansen testified that she intends to return to Hollister stores “to test whether

accessibility barriers still exist.” (Id., at 74.) However, there is no evidence that Ms. Hansen has

visited a Hollister store since 2009, and no evidence that she has visited any Hollister store

outside of Colorado. Indeed, when Ms. Hansen encountered a Hollister store that had no steps,

she “didn’t take the time” to enter. (Id., at 34-35.) Ms. Hansen testified at her deposition that

she might someday shop at a Hollister store when her grandsons get older, but she conceded that

she does not “have any current intention to return to a Hollister store for any reason.” (Id., at 97-

98, 104-105.) Ms. Hansen also testified that there has been no specific occasion when she was

deterred from shopping at a Hollister store. (Id., at 97-98, 104-105.)

14. Ms. Farrar is a former employee and a donor of CCDC who was asked to

participate as a named plaintiff after former named plaintiff Josh Stapen decided he no longer

wanted to be part of the suit. (See Deposition of Julie Farrar at 12, 24, 63, 65.) Ms. Farrar does

not frequent Hollister stores. (Id., at 50.) In fact, Ms. Farrar has never attempted to enter a

Hollister store. (Id., at 54, 59, 76-77, 82, 120.) She has never been to a Hollister store outside

the state of Colorado. (Id., at 66.)

15. Ms. Farrar has been to the Park Meadows mall less than six times. (Id., at 47.) It

is fifteen miles away from her house, in contrast to the Cherry Creek mall, which she visits once

a month and which is five miles away from her house. (Id., at 46-48.) Nonetheless, Ms. Farrar

has never shopped at the Hollister store at the Cherry Creek mall, which has no steps. (Id.)

16. Ms. Farrar first noticed the entrance of a Hollister store in the summer of 2011

while she was in the vicinity of the Orchard Town Center mall in order to take her daughter to an
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appointment. (Id., at 52-55.). Ms. Farrar noticed the steps at the Hollister store, but made no

attempt to enter or to locate the accessible entry points. (Id.)

17. Ms. Farrar later went to the Park Meadows mall with a friend, and noticed the

entrance of the Hollister store there. (Id., at 58.) She did not go to the Park Meadows mall with

the intention of shopping at Hollister, nor did she make any attempt to enter the store. (Id., at 59-

61.) This was the one and only time that she had noticed the entrance at the Park Meadows

Store. (Id.)

18. In a separate lawsuit unrelated to the instant litigation, CCDC raised certain

access issues under Title III of the ADA regarding the Sturm College of Law and the Magness

Arena at the University of Denver. (Eurich Aff. At ¶ 2.) Although it made a number of

complaints regarding these facilities, CCDC never raised any issues about the accessible route

from the street into either the Sturm College of Law building or Magness Arena. (Id. at ¶¶ 3-4.)

In order to reach the box office and the performance venue at Magness Arena, a disabled

wheelchair user is required to enter the building on the ground floor and take an elevator to the

second floor. The main access for patrons not using wheelchairs for mobility is to walk up the

staircase. (Id.) Similarly, the Sturm College of Law building has a staircase and alternative

accessible ramp access. (Id. at ¶ 5.) These entrances are fully compliant with the ADA, and

CCDC has never claimed otherwise. (Id. at ¶ 6.)

19. In another lawsuit unrelated to this litigation, CCDC raised certain access issues

regarding the Benihana Steakhouse in the Flatirons Mall in Broomfield, Colorado. (Id. at ¶ 7.)

CCDC never challenged the entrance to Benihana Steakhouse, even though it has separate

stairway access and alternative ramp access to the main doors of the restaurant. (Id.)
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II. Introduction

Plaintiffs seek injunctive relief with respect to each of 249 Hollister stores around this

country that have one elevated entry point in addition to two accessible entry doors. The two

individual plaintiffs, Anita Hansen and Julie Farrar, have been to only two of these Hollister

stores, the Orchard Town Center Store and the Park Meadows Store. Plaintiffs lack standing to

seek injunctive relief relating to the Orchard Town Center Store because it has closed; there is no

possible risk that they will encounter barriers there in the future, and their claims against it are

moot. Plaintiffs lack standing to obtain injunctive relief relating to the Park Meadows Store

because: (1) it complies with the ADA; (2) there is no evidence that plaintiffs visited the Store

since alterations were made to it and thus they have no standing to attack the altered Store; and

(3) plaintiffs have demonstrated no plausible intent to return to the Park Meadows Store.

Furthermore, plaintiffs have not identified any other stores where they have encountered a

barrier, and thus lack standing to obtain injunctive relief as to any store outside of Colorado.

Additionally, the Park Meadows Store has been altered to address the accessibility

concerns previously expressed by plaintiffs and by the Court.2 Its two accessible entry doors

have been visibly distinguished from nearby windows by the addition of traditional door handles

and new signage that indicates whether each accessible entry door enters into the men’s clothing

portion of the store or into the women’s clothing portion of the store. The paths of travel inside

the store are both accessible and identical for people who use wheelchairs and for people who do

not. As set forth herein and in the separately filed Defendants’ Motion For Summary Judgment

Or, In The Alternative, To Vacate August 31, 2011 Order (Doc. 164), the Park Meadows Store

complies with the ADA, and plaintiffs’ motion should also be denied on that ground.

2 If the Court determines that the alterations made to the Park Meadows Store bring its entrance into compliance
with the ADA, defendants will make similar alterations at all stores with elevated entry points nationwide, obviating
the need for the Court to address stores outside of Colorado.
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Even if this Court were to hold that the entrances to some Hollister stores violate the

ADA and that plaintiffs have standing to challenge those entrances, the Court should still deny

plaintiffs’ request for injunctive relief because Hollister’s good-faith efforts to comply with the

ADA obviate the need for the draconian remedy that plaintiffs seek. Plaintiffs have presented no

evidence regarding the expense or feasibility of their proposed injuntive relief, nor have they

demonstrated that their proposed remedy is the least expensive alternative available. Assuming

arguendo that this Court finds a violation exists and plaintiffs have standing to challenge it, there

are other, less expensive remedies available, and plaintiffs’ proposed injunction, which is

unnecessarily harsh and punitive, should be rejected.

At a minimum, there are sufficient material factual disputes and gaps in the record that

this Court should deny plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment and for injunctive relief.

III. Argument

A. Plaintiffs have not established that they have standing to obtain injunctive
relief for summary judgment purposes.

Although it previously denied defendants’ Motion to Dismiss, the Court must still ensure

that standing requirements have been met at the summary judgment stage.3 “Standing is not ‘an

ingenious academic exercise in the conceivable’… but… requires, at the summary judgment

stage, a factual showing of perceptible harm.” Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 566

(1992) (citation omitted). The Lujan Court specifically instructed federal courts that an action

may properly be dismissed for lack of standing at the summary judgment stage, even though the

allegations of the plaintiffs’ pleadings are sufficient to defeat a motion to dismiss. 504 U.S. at

561. See D.L. v. Unified School District No. 497, 596 F.3d 768, 775 (10th Cir. 2010) (in the

context of summary judgment proceedings, “[t]he party invoking federal jurisdiction bears the

3 Standing was not addressed when plaintiffs’ first Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (Doc. 87) was briefed.
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burden of … coming forward with evidence of specific facts which prove standing”), quoting

Bear Lodge Multiple Use Association v. Babbitt, 175 F.3d 814, 821 (10th Cir. 1999); Tandy v.

City of Wichita, 380 F.3d 1272, 1284 (10th Cir. 2004) (“at the summary judgment stage, the

elements of standing must be set forth, through specific facts, by affidavit or other evidence”).

Article III standing requires proof, inter alia, that the plaintiff “suffered an ‘injury in fact’

– an invasion of alleged protected interest which is (a) concrete and particularized… and (b)

‘actual or imminent, not conjectural or hypothetical’….” Lujan, supra, 504 U.S. at 560, quoting

City of Los Angeles v. Lyons, 461 U.S. 95, 102 (1983).4 The Court discussed this issue at length

in Lyons, supra, and held that a plaintiff lacked standing to seek injunctive relief because he did

not establish a real and immediate likelihood of future injury:

[The] threat of injury must be both “real and immediate,” not
“conjectural” or “hypothetical”…. The equitable remedy is
unavailable absent a showing of irreparable injury, a requirement
that cannot be met where there is no showing of any real or
immediate threat that the plaintiff will be wronged again – a
“likelihood of substantial and immediate irreparable injury.”
***Absent a sufficient likelihood that he will be wronged again in
a similar way, Lyons is no more entitled to an injunction than any
other citizen….

461 U.S. at 101, 106, 111 (citations omitted; emphasis added).

Plaintiffs have not proven in this case that they face imminent and non-conjectural future

injury, and they therefore lack standing to obtain injunctive relief against any Hollister stores.

1. Plaintiffs lack standing regarding the Orchard Town Center Store.

The Orchard Town Center Store has been permanently closed for reasons unrelated to

this litigation (Bondy Dec., at ¶ 9), and this extinguishes plaintiffs’ standing to obtain injunctive

relief requiring alterations to this store because no plaintiffs can prove that they will encounter a

4 “[T]he requirement of injury-in-fact is a hard floor of Article III jurisdiction that cannot be removed….” Summers
v. Earth Island Institute, 129 S.Ct.1142, 1151 (2009).
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barrier there in the future. Moreover, a request for an injunction becomes moot when

“subsequent events make it absolutely clear that the allegedly wrongful behavior could not

reasonably be expected to recur.” Friends of the Earth, Inc. v. Laidlaw Environmental Services,

528 U.S. 167, 190 (2000). See also County of Los Angeles v. Davis, 440 U.S. 625, 631 (1979)

(same); Chambers v. Melmed, 141 Fed.Appx. 718, 720 (10th Cir. 2005) (same).

2. Plaintiffs lack standing with respect to the Park Meadows Store.

The Park Meadows Store is the only other store with a porch-like structure that was

visited by plaintiffs. Although this Court earlier found that this store’s entrance did not comply

with the 1991 ADA regulations or with the broad ADA statutory provisions (Doc. No. 109),

plaintiffs’ motion should nevertheless be denied with respect to this store, for three reasons.

First, alterations at the Park Meadows Store have addressed the concerns previously

raised by the Court, and the entrance complies with the 2010 ADA Standards, as discussed

below and in the separately filed Defendants’ Motion For Summary Judgment Or, In The

Alternative, To Vacate August 31, 2011 Order (Doc. 164), which is incorporated herein by

reference. Because this store complies with the ADA, there is no threat that it will cause an

injury in the future and plaintiffs therefore lack standing to obtain injunctive relief against it.5

Second, there is no evidence that the named plaintiffs have been to the Park Meadows

Store since the alterations, and they thus lack standing to raise claims regarding the altered store.

Third, plaintiffs would lack standing to seek an injunction with respect to the Park

Meadows Store even if its entrance violated the ADA, because there is no credible evidence that

either plaintiff has a plausible intent to return to the store. A plaintiff’s “profession of an ‘intent’

5 See, e.g., Sharp v. Costco Wholesale Corp., 577 F.Supp.2d 767, 770 (D. Md. 2008) (“these barriers have been
remedied … rendering this [ADA] action moot”); and Hubbard v. 7-Eleven, Inc., 433 F.Supp.2d 1134, 1145 (S.D.
Cal. 2006) (“[b]ecause the only relief available under the ADA is injunctive, the fact that the alleged barrier is
remedied renders the issue moot”).
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to return … is simply not enough [to establish standing]. Such ‘some day’ intentions … do not

support a finding of ‘actual and imminent injury.’” Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555,

564 (1992). In particular, “an abstract statement of intent to return to a site where an alleged

future injury will occur is not enough to demonstrate the ‘imminent’ future injury required for a

plaintiff to have standing to seek injunctive relief [under the ADA].” Holt v. American City

Diner, Inc., No. 05-1745, 2007 WL 1438489, at *5 (D. D.C. 2007). “In the ADA context, a

plaintiff must establish a likelihood of returning to the defendant’s business.” Judy v. Pingue,

No. 2:08-cv-859, 2009 U.S. App. LEXIS 109990, at *6 (S.D. Ohio 2009). Thus, “plaintiffs do

not have standing to seek injunctive relief [under the ADA] … when they fail to demonstrate a

plausible intent … to return to the place where they previously encountered an ADA violation.”

Access 4 All, Inc. v. Thirty East 30th Street, LLC, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 96742, at *10 (S.D.

N.Y. 2006) (emphasis added).6

Courts have identified factors that are relevant in determining whether an ADA plaintiff

has demonstrated a plausible and credible intent to return to a defendant’s business if it is made

accessible. These include “the past frequency of [plaintiff’s] visits” to the business, Camarillo v.

Carrols Corp., 518 F.3d 153, 158 (2d Civ. 2008), and “the proximity of the [business] … to

plaintiff’s residence,” Access 4 All, supra, at *23. “As the distance between a plaintiff’s

residence and [defendant’s store] increases, the likelihood of future harm decreases.” Judy v.

Arcade, L.P., No. RDB-10-607, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 9855, at *8 (D. Md. 2011).

Here, neither named plaintiff has demonstrated a plausible intent to return to the Park

Meadows Store, and thus they lack standing to seek an injunction relating to that store. Ms.

Farrar has never been inside a Hollister store, nor has she ever attempted to enter a Hollister

6 “[A]n abstract social interest … [is] insufficient to support Article III standing.” Doe v. Obama, 670 F. Supp. 2d
435, 441 (D. Md. 2009) (citation omitted).
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store. (Farrar Dep., at 52-55, 58-61.) Ms. Hansen is not interested in the “kind of clothes”

Hollister sells, and conceded that she does not “have any current intention to return to a Hollister

store for any reason.” (Hansen Dep., at 23, 27-29, 31, 97-98, 104-105.) Plaintiffs’ lack of intent

to visit Hollister stores is highlighted by the fact that neither plaintiff has visited the Hollister

store at the Cherry Creek mall near their homes, even though they visit that mall frequently and

the store has no steps. (Farrar Dep. at 46-48 (visits Cherry Creek mall once a month but has

never visited Hollister store there); Hansen Dep. at 16, 18, 22, 23 (visits Cherry Creek mall “a

lot” but has never been to Hollister store there)). Even if they were interested in Hollister,

plaintiffs have no plausible intent to return to the Park Meadows Store. Both frequent the Cherry

Creek mall, Ms. Farrar had only been to the Park Meadows mall six times in her life at the time

of her deposition, and Ms. Hansen rarely goes to the Park Meadows mall and has been to the

Park Meadows Store once. (Farrar Dep., at 46-48; Hansen Dep. at 16, 18, 22, 23.)

Plaintiffs have no plausible intent to return to the Park Meadows Store, and thus have not

met their burden of proving that they have standing to obtain relief with respect to the store.

3. Plaintiffs lack standing with respect to other Hollister stores.

Plaintiffs have also failed to establish standing with respect to the other 247 Hollister

stores around the country as to which they also move for injunctive relief. “[T]he frustration of a

party’s generalized interest in the proper application of the law is not by itself an injury-in-fact

for purposes of standing.” Delta Commercial Fisheries Assn. v. Gulf of Maine Fishery Mgt.

Council, 364 F.3d 269, 273 (5th Cir. 2004). Article III standing requirements prevent litigants

from “converting the judicial process into ‘no more than a vehicle’ for the vindication of the

value interests of concerned bystanders.” U.S. ex rel. Riley v. St. Luke’s Episcopal Hospital, 982

F. Supp. 1261, 1263 (S.D. Tex. 1997), quoting Valley Force Christian College v. American

United, 454 U.S. 464, 473 (1982).
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Here, the named plaintiffs lack standing to challenge any Hollister store because – for the

reasons set forth above -- they lack standing to challenge the only two stores that they visited.

Moreover, there is no evidence that named plaintiffs (or any other class member) has a credible

and concrete intention to visit any of the Hollister stores outside Colorado for which they seek

injunctive relief. Respectfully, this Court should not simply assume without any evidence that,

with respect to every Hollister store in America that has an elevated entry point, there is an actual

person who uses a wheelchair for mobility, living in the locality of that store, who desires to

shop for Hollister clothing but is deterred from shopping at that Hollister store because it has two

level entry doors instead of three level entry doors. See Equal Rights Center v. Hilton Hotels

Corp., No. 07-1528, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 126645 (D. D.C. 2009), where the Court held that

an individual plaintiff who had encountered barriers at one Hilton hotel, and a plaintiff

organization whose members had encountered similar barriers at other Hilton hotels, lacked

standing to obtain injunctive relief under the ADA against 2,869 Hilton hotels nationwide:

[A]t a minimum, the [plaintiffs] must state: (1) who these
members are; (2) which Hilton hotel(s) they visited; (3) what
accessibility barriers they encountered; and (4) whether they would
return to that hotel or those hotels were it not for the accessibility
barriers.

Id., at *14. See also Small v. General Nutrition Companies, 388 F. Supp. 2d 83, 89 (E.D. N.Y.

2005) (“Plaintiff has also failed to allege sufficient facts to establish that he would visit any of

those stores in the imminent future but for those barriers. To make such a showing, plaintiff

would have to establish something more than a general desire to patronize GNC stores. Rather,

petitioner must establish that but for the barrier at a particular store, he would visit that store in

the imminent future….”).

In the absence of proof that there are real, non-hypothetical people who have standing to
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obtain injunctive relief with respect to each Hollister store, plaintiffs have not met their burden of

proving standing, and their motion should be denied.

B. Plaintiffs have not established that Hollister stores violate ADA accessibility
requirements.

1. The Park Meadows Store complies with the ADA.7

Defendants have made alterations to the entrance of the Park Meadows Store since the

Court’s earlier ruling regarding the store. Door handles were added to the accessible entry doors

to increase their visibility and distinguish them from the windows at the front of the store, and

signage was added to those doors to clearly indicate which one leads directly to men’s clothing

and which one leads directly to women’s clothing. (Bondy Dec., ¶¶ 10-12.) These entry doors

now are highly visible and permit the same pattern of use as the elevated entry point, which

similarly offers customers a choice of entering the portion of the store containing men’s clothing

or the portion containing women’s clothing. (Id., ¶¶ 14-16.) All paths of travel from one side of

the store to the other are accessible. These alterations bring the Park Meadows Store into full

compliance with all applicable ADA regulations.

a. Compliance with ADA regulations constitutes compliance with
the ADA.

Plaintiffs’ motion makes no reference to either the 1991 ADA regulations or the 2010

ADA regulations.8 Instead, plaintiffs refer exclusively to the broad statutory provisions of the

ADA.9 However, numerous courts – including this Court – have held that compliance with the

7 Defendants’ arguments regarding the alterations are more fully set forth in Defendants Motion For Summary
Judgment Or, In The Alternative, To Vacate August 31, 2011 Order (Doc. 164), incorporated herein by reference.
8 Although plaintiffs’ motion makes no reference to the ADA regulations, plaintiffs’ proposed order states at
paragraph III.A.: “’Readily accessible to and usable by’ means in compliance with ‘standards set forth or
incorporated by reference in regulations issued under’ Title III of the ADA. 42 U.S.C. 12183(a)(1).”
9 When Congress enacted the ADA in 1990, it mandated that the United States Architectural Barriers Compliance
Board issue guidelines to implement Title III of the statute. 42 U.S.C. 12204. The Access Board subsequently
issued the ADA Accessibility Guidelines (“ADAAG”), codified at 36 C.F.R. pt. 1191, App. A. As directed by
Congress, the Department of Justice adopted the ADAAG as its own ADA regulations, denominated the 1991
Standards for Accessible Design (“1991 ADA Standards”), codified at 28 C.F.R. pt. 36, App. A. See 28 C.F.R.
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ADA regulations necessarily equates to compliance with the ADA. In Colorado Cross-

Disability Coalition v. Too, 344 F.Supp.2d 707, 710 (D. Colo. 2004), this Court found that it

would be “inappropriate” to “interpret the ADA ‘generally’ under the ‘full and equal enjoyment’

language of 42 U.S.C. 12182(a)” without regard to the specific requirements of ADA

regulations. Its ruling in that case was consistent with the views of other courts around the

country. See White v. Divine Investments, Inc., 286 Fed. Appx. 344, 345 (9th Cir. 2008) (“No

court has ever held that a Title III discrimination action based on the design of a public

accommodation may be maintained in the absence of an ADAAG violation, nor does the text of

the statute support such a reading. In Title III design cases, the ADAAG define discrimination,

and absent an ADAAG violation, no discrimination has occurred.”) (emphasis added). See also

cases cited at pp. 11-12 of Defendants’ Motion for Summary Judgment, Doc. 164. Accordingly,

the entrance to the Park Meadows Store complies with the ADA, and plaintiffs’ motion for

injunctive relief with respect to that store must be denied, unless plaintiffs establish that it

violates applicable ADA regulations, which they cannot.

b. The Park Meadows Store complies with the 2010 ADA
regulations.

The Department of Justice published revised regulations in 2010 that significantly

changed the 1991 requirements, and these revised standards establish the ADA accessibility

requirements for alterations undertaken after March 15, 2012, as in the present case. See 28

C.F.R. 36.406(a)(3). Moreover, the 2010 ADA Standards provide the criteria that should be used

to determine compliance with the ADA, irrespective of the earlier 1991 requirements:

If the 2010 Standards reduce the technical requirements or the
number of required accessible elements below the number required
by the 1991 Standards, the technical requirements or the number of

36.406. The Department of Justice subsequently issued revised ADA regulations, the 2010 Standards for Accessible
Design (“2010 ADA Standards”), pursuant to the same statutory authority.
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accessible elements in a facility subject to this part may be reduced
in accordance with the requirements of the 2010 Standards.

28 C.F.R. 36.211(c).

Plaintiffs’ motion makes no reference to either the 1991 ADA regulations or the 2010

ADA regulations, presumably because the revisions made in the 2010 regulations negate

plaintiffs’ claim that the entrances at Hollister stores violate the ADA. First, the 1991 ADA

Standard stating that, where feasible, “accessible entrances shall be the entrances used by the

majority of people visiting” a defendant’s facility, was removed from the 2010 ADA Standards.

(Compare 1991 ADA Standard 4.1.3(8)(a) with 2010 ADA Standards 206.4, 206.5, and 404.2.)

Instead, under the 2010 ADA Standards, accessible routes must be “in the same area” as “general

circulation paths.” See 2010 ADA Standard 206.3 (“[a]ccessible routes shall coincide with or be

located in the same area as general circulation paths.”)

Second, 2010 ADA Standard 206.5.1 states: “Each entrance to a building or facility

required to comply with 206.4 shall have at least one door, doorway, or gate complying with

404.” This provision recognizes that an “entrance” may consist of more than one entry door, and

that an “entrance” complies with the ADA even if it includes entry doors that are inaccessible, as

long as it includes “at least one” accessible door. (2010 ADA Standard 206.5.1) (emphasis

added). If an “entrance” could have only one entry door, or if all entry doors in an “entrance”

had to be accessible, this provision would not exist.

Third, even if the Park Meadows Store were deemed to have three entrances, the Store

would still comply with the 2010 regulations because 2010 ADA Standard 206.4.1 requires that

60% of public entrances must meet ADA accessibility requirements and contains no requirement

regarding the location of these public entrances.
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Consequently, the entrance of the Park Meadows store complies with the 2010 ADA

Standards regardless of whether this Court determines that it has (as defendants maintained) a

“single entrance” with multiple entry doors, or whether this Court determines instead that it has

three separate entrances. If the store has a single entrance, it complies with 2010 ADA Standards

206.4 and 206.5.1 because there are three entry doors, two of which are accessible. If the store

has three separate entrances, it complies with 2010 ADA Standard 206.4.1 because more than

60% of those entrances are accessible and they are all located in the same area. All three entry

points are “located in the same area” as the general circulation path into the store because all

three entry points are directly adjacent to one another on the front façade of the store.10 Thus, the

requirements of the 2010 ADA Standards are met, and that is sufficient to comply with the ADA,

irrespective of the 1991 regulations,11 pursuant to 28 C.F.R. 36.211(c).

Moreover, a primary basis of plaintiffs’ prior arguments was the assumption that most

customers visiting the Park Meadows Hollister store would use the elevated entry point instead

of the accessible entry doors. This assumption is no longer relevant in light of the changes to the

2010 ADA Standards, but even if it were, plaintiffs can no longer simply presume that most

customers will enter the store through the elevated entry point, given the increased visibility of

the accessible entry doors following the alterations. It is just as likely that customers will use the

accessible entry doors as the elevated entry point.

10 Moreover, the “general circulation path” inside the store for a customer who has chosen to enter either the men’s
side or the women’s side of the store begins at exactly the same place regardless of whether the customer enters
through the elevated entry door or through the accessible entry door, and paths of travel from one side of the store to
the other are identical. (Bondy Declaration, ¶¶ 14-15.) Finally, signage at those doors now informs the public
whether the accessible doors enter into the men’s or women’s side of the store, thereby permitting the same pattern
of use for all customers. (Bondy Declaration, ¶¶ 10-12.)
11 Plaintiffs also would not be entitled to summary judgment under the 1991 ADA regulations even if they applied.
Since the three entry doors are a “single entrance,” and all customers visiting the store enter through that “entrance”
regardless of which entry door they use, the store complies with 1991 ADA Standard 4.1.3(8)(a).
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At a minimum, the alterations to the Park Meadows Store raise a genuine issue of

material fact that defeats plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment and injunctive relief.

2. Plaintiffs have not established that the entrances to other Hollister
stores violate ADA requirements.

Plaintiffs’ motion should also be denied with respect to the other Hollister stores because

Plaintiffs have not produced any evidence regarding their entrances or circulation patterns. They

simply ask this Court to assume that all entrances are the same in every material respect, which is

precluded by the requirements of Civil Rule 56. Accordingly, plaintiffs’ motion should be

denied as to all stores for which there is no evidence proving violations of the ADA.

Even were this Court to assume ‒ contrary to the mandate of Civil Rule 56 ‒ that every 

Hollister entrance that incorporates an elevated entry point is identical in every material respect,

those entrances would comply with the 2010 ADA Standards because two of the three entry

doors are fully accessible and they are located in the same area as the elevated entry point.

C. Plaintiffs’ requested injunctive relief is inappropriate in this case.

This Court should not order the injunctive relief requested by plaintiffs even if it

concludes that they have proven that they have standing and that every Hollister store with an

elevated entry point violates the ADA. Plaintiffs request an order that includes this command:

Defendants shall remove all Elevated Entrances at all Hollister
stores that have such entrances and make their Main Entrances
readily accessible to and usable by individuals who use
wheelchairs on or before December 12, 2012.

(Plaintiffs’ proposed Order Entering Permanent Injunction, Doc. No. 162-2, at 4.)

Injunctive relief is not required even when plaintiffs prove that a defendant has violated

the ADA. See Gregory v. Otac, Inc., 247 F.Supp.2d 764, 770 (D. Md. 2003):

The decision to grant or deny an injunction lies within the sound
discretion of the district judge…. The court balances the
conveniences of the parties and possible injuries to them as they
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may be affected by the granting or withholding of the injunction.”
[Quoting Weinberger v. Romero-Barcelo, 456 U.S. 305, 312
(1982).]

Under appropriate circumstances, a court may justifiably
withhold injunctive relief altogether even though the law [i.e., the
ADA] has been violated by the party sought to be enjoined.
Weinberger, 456 U.S. at 313….

Any injunction ordered under the ADA should be “narrowly drawn,” so that it “extends no

further than necessary to correct violations of federal rights, and is the least intrusive means

necessary.” Armstrong v. Brown, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 4664, at * 54 (N.D. Cal. 2012). The

relief awarded cannot exceed the requirements of the ADA. Massachusetts v. E*Trade Access,

Inc., 2005 U.S. Dist. Lexis 22621, at *11 (D. Mass 2005); Masterson v. Yellow Freight, 1998

U.S. App. Lexis 31152 (10th Cir. 1998). See also Baltimore Neighborhoods, Inc. v. LOB, Inc.,

92 F.Supp.2d 456, 468 (D. Md. 2000) (“[t]he principle limitation on the Court’s equitable

powers is that relief should be no broader and no more burdensome than necessary to provide

complete relief to the plaintiff”).

Here, Hollister has already addressed this Court’s concerns at the Park Meadows Store, it

has expressed a willingness to make similar alterations at other stores, and it has spent more than

$11.5 million to address other accessibility concerns raised by CCDC. (Bondy Dec. at ¶ 7.)

These good-faith efforts obviate the need for the draconian relief demanded by plaintiffs.

Reconstructing the entrances of hundreds of stores to remove the elevated entry doors would be

extremely expensive, even more so if that task must be accomplished within six months.

Plaintiffs have given no consideration to the cost of their proposed injunction, nor have they

demonstrated that reconstruction of 248 stores by December 31, 2012 is even feasible.

Even assuming, arguendo, this Court were to hold that the entrances violate the ADA,

removal of those entrances is not the only means by which the stores could come into
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compliance, and plaintiffs have presented no evidence to support a contrary determination.

There are numerous other, less expensive ways to comply with the ADA regulations short of

removing the porches, and alterations have already been made to the Park Meadows Store. As

another example, defendants could presumably comply ensure that the majority of customers

entering the store do so through the accessible entry doors. The Department of Justice suggested

another alternative at footnote 11 of its May 31, 2011 Statement of Interest. (Doc. 97). Plaintiffs

have essentially picked one of many potential remedies with no consideration of cost or

feasibility. Without any factual record supporting such an extreme remedy, the Court should

deny the burdensome and expensive relief plaintiff have demanded.

Moreover, plaintiffs’ proposed injunction – insofar as it requires reconstruction at 248

stores in approximately six months – is improperly harsh and punitive. Compare Access 4 All,

Inc. v. Atlantic Hotel Condo. Association, 2005 U.S. Dist. Lexis 41601, at *37-*38 (S.D. Fla.

2005) (granting defendants almost 12 months to construct an accessible ramp). Plaintiffs’

punitive injunction is particularly inappropriate given that Hollister has already spent more than

$11 million to resolve ADA concerns raised by CCDC, leading CCDC to drop all but one of its

claims in this case. Compare Third Amended and Class Action Complaint (Doc. 73) with Fifth

Amended and Class Action Complaint (Doc. 149).12

Plaintiffs’ request for injunctive relief is unnecessarily punitive and should be denied.

D. At a minimum, there are genuine issues of fact and material gaps in the
record which prevent summary judgment in plaintiffs’ favor.

At a minimum, defendants have raised genuine issues of fact regarding: (1) plaintiffs’

standing to challenge the elevated entry points at Hollister stores; (2) whether the entrance to the

12 The arbitrary and unnecessary nature of plaintiffs’ proposed injunction is further demonstrated by the fact that
there are other public accommodations in Denver that have entrance designs like Hollister’s, these public
accommodations have been sued by CCDC, and yet CCDC did not require reconstruction of their entrances, nor
even complain that the entrances violated the ADA. (Eurich Aff. at ¶ 2-7.)
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Park Meadows Store presently complies with the ADA; and (3) the appropriateness of plaintiffs’

proposed injunction, given the good faith efforts already taken by Hollister and the existence of

less-burdensome remedies. Moreover, there are serious and material gaps in the record relating

to plaintiffs’ claims against other Hollister stores, and plaintiffs have provided no evidence

regarding alternative remedies, comparative costs, or feasibility. There are sufficient factual

disputes, and the record is sufficiently bare on material issues, that this Court should not grant

summary judgment to plaintiffs or enter the injunctive relief sought by plaintiffs.

Respectfully submitted,

s/ Mark A. Knueve
___________________________________
Thomas B. Ridgley
Mark A. Knueve
Richard T. Miller
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